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I absolutely loved it! A lot of people complained about the story being mired in financial plot, but really it was just the net that
connected the overall story together. To me it was all about the connection and feelings between the reader and the characters,
and the journey that brought them to the end. I felt their angst, their despair (especially Hal's) and I felt their relief, and elation.
For an idealist and dreamer like myself, the ending was so perfect, right up until this very last frame. Just simply amazing. Isuna
Hasekura, once again your storytelling is the master of my heart haha. Well done! <3
There's everything to love about this kinetic visual novel. It's deep, the characters develop and grow, the economic aspect is
intriguing, it's exciting, there are a ton of hours of reading and story, the visuals are stunning and the music is tailored to the
overall mood of each scene.. there's just not enough I can articulate as to why this is the best VN on steam :). A 1st person VR
MOBA.
-There's nothing else out there like it
-Built for VR but works without too
-Constant developer updates
-Can practice with bots
-A lot of fun with friends

. As a huge fan of the first Platypus game, I have to say I think this sequel is being given rather a unfair bad rap by the reviews
here. Despite a few cons with this new version I can't overlook the fact that they have also added several new features that have
made things better:
- The game now supports THREE players instead of two, which makes for tons more fun. Likewise, the game now allows for all
three players to use "joysticks" instead of just one (the joystick mode also works fine with controllers).
- Different ship types. Choose from four different ships that each have slightly different guns.
And let's face it, the best one is the donut gun (well to me it looks like it shoots donuts).
This really adds a cool new dynamic to the game when you mix and match with the other players.
- HEALTH. Play in easy mode to now have health for each life (3 hearts). No more dying in one hit!
- You now always keep your weapon bonuses until the timer runs out (you won't lose it if you get hit).
- Two new items that you can get in the boxes: A shield for temporary invincibility and an upgrade that doubles the firepower of
your given weapon (no time limit!) until you get hit.
Also I should add that the game seems to have full controller support despite the description. The only thing that might need a
keyboard/mouse is for putting your name in for a high score.
The only cons I've notice so far is that the sound only comes out the right speaker (which is kind of annoying, but if you can put
your speakers in mono its really not that bad), and the frame rate seems to be a little lower, but its not terrible.
All in all I'd have to say that this game is actually really fun and arguably on par with the first one.
Maybe not for full price, but if you find it on sale I'd say it's definitely worth picking up.. great t8 m8. So far I'm enjoying this.
Old school Choplifter in a Minecraft setting. Simple aim is to fly helicopter, with very limited controls, and rescue troops and
vehicles from enemy territory. You may need to shoot and\/or avoid enemies at times as well. Charming with cool physics.
The controls are what will make you love or hate this game. Much like the old Lunar Lander\/Thrust\/Oids type games, you can
only control left thrust, right thrust or both at the same time which makes you feel like you are trying to balance on a bowling
ball. I enjoy the challenge, reminds me somewhat of the old Desert Combat Apache controls. But when it gets windy, it
becomes extremely challenging to control, especially if you have the controls set to the professional option.
I nice diversion from all the modern popular 3d shooters everywhere, and a game that requires a bit of hand eye coordination..
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This game has successfully ruined my life as well as exacerbated my carpal tunnel yet somehow I'm still recommending this
game.
How to play this game with maximum enjoyment:
step one: set your curtains and window to the open position.
step two: if you have speakers for your pc, set them directly in the window or at least pointed towards the window
step three: turn speakers\/pc to max volume
step four: begin spam-clicking the girls
step five: ignore the pounding on the door when the police arrive
step six: rinse and repeat. Summary
This is the worst game of it's kind I've played in a long time. Decided to buy it on a sale, as it most certainly is not
worth its price (not even the -51% one, but wanted to try it). Sure, the graphics are not that bad (but you can't really
compare them with the contemporary city builders), but it doesn't match the greatness of free games like Simutrans or
Open TTD. I can't recommend it at all - not as a city builder, and not as a logistics simulator.
What works... sort of
1. There are quite a few types of trains to choose from, and I don't mind that most of them are Japanese. I do mind,
however, that those are not timeline locked - you can buy a train from the 1990s in the 1960s and the game will neither
warn you, nor stop you.
2. There are quite a lot of buildings to choose from, but the selection is very poor when compared to what Cities:
Skylines has to offer, especially with workshop addons.
3. Timetable setting and ability to choose the lengh of traffic lights are both nice additions.
4. Real estate part is pretty nice, though quite lacking.
What doesn't work
1. A lot of things seem counter-intuitive including how you need to use the map editor and then save it, and moreover it
is extremely clunky to move the camera. I don't know, maybe it is standard in Japan but for me it was very hard to
move camera around due to some very questionable design choices.
2. There are no people to be seen anywhere. Even in old Simutrans you have people and AI vehicles, and the lack of
those is inexcusable.
3. Creating routes is a chore when compared to Simutrans, where you can do everything very simply, and you will
always know why and where you are delivering something or someone.
4. There are very few trucks and cargo trains (3!) to choose from.
5. AI built structures don't align with existing roads. A little thing, but ruining the immersion for me.
6. It seriously lacks the ability to tailor the game like Simutrans, where you cad adjust how economy works, how cities
develop, the prices, costs, passengers and their destinations, etc. etc.
7. You are limited to the time between 1960 and the future, which is lacking when compared to Simutrans - with
certain packs you can easily start in the 1700s.
8. Economy doesn't seem as inter-connected and realistic as in Simutrans where you have a lot of good types and
different factories. Things are too abstracted here and you are not delivering specific items to your town, like cement
or hardware, but grey containers that contain something.
9. There is just one type of roads available - no highways or multiple lanes.
10. No air transport and no ships apart from leisure ones.
In conclusion: if you can stand the graphics of Simutrans, try it instead, it's a much, much better game.. Awesome
game, if you love battleships or a navel history buff this game is definitely for you, you can have classic battles like
HMS Hood vs Bismarck, just awesome to reenact the great sea battles of ww11. Meh. I bought this game thinking it
would be a fun 3v1 vr game to play with my pre-teen and teen kids. It needs a lot more work. The game "tutorials"
don't explain anything other than what the controls do. We did figure out what the three game modes did after a few
rounds, but the game lacks polish and doesn't feel finished.. As a crawler\/rpg its a great game, great story and
amazing graphics. As an RTS its in the top 3 worst ive ever played. There is just too much going on at once that you
lose track of champions, units, and other played objects. The resource system is absolutely le garbage, and over
complicated for the sort of AI you go against at Normal+. The enemy having a seemingly endless supply of both
resources and units and as soon as a main army is moved from one base, the enemy attacks in three times the units you
just slew. Enemies are dmg sponges and all these combined made it an absolutely terrible and boring experience for
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me. 2\/10 as an RTS, 8\/10 as an rpg\/dungeon crawler.
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The worst optimized ridiculous funked up game in the world ! Never buy it or install this garbage .. Okay. So I played through it
for a couple of days. The server seems fine now. It has been fine after I wrote my first review.
The only thing that I could say is that I love this game! I loved it before when I was playing it back in 2007 and I still love it
now!
No bots this time!
Graphics is outdated. But it doesn't matter. It still looks amazing. The art style really compensates for the quality. It's like
looking at an old painting.
BGM is great. SFX is good. Voice is outdated.
UI is horrible. I can forgive this for now! It should definitely be in their top priority to fix. I think the UI would be perfect for a
resolution of 1200x900. Beyond that, the icons would be too small or the text won't fit.
Please continue to improve this game!
I have many reasons why I would recommend this game, but the main reason is because, in here, it's actually fun to grind.. Hells
yeah.. I want more of this.. 10\/10. An absolute gem of a route! Needless to say, the class 37 is fairly well done, too. Keep it up
DTG! It's evident that TSW's quality is improving with time.. Best game ever? Maybe.
Pros:
High precision challenges in 3D.
Cons:
There are moments where the player has to wait or walk without any challenge like a
stage where the player starts on a moving platform and it takes many seconds to get
to the first challenge, so repeating these moments on every attempt is annoying;
No map editor.
Rating: 9.8\/10; with a map editor it would be 9.9\/10.. A.B.A S2
Great Game. Whether or not you consider Amphora worth the price (on sale or otherwise) might depend on your tolerance for
frustration.
I really wanted to love this game - I've been attracted to the look of it since I first saw it, and finally decided to buy it on sale. It
is stunningly beautiful, and I feel very sorry to give it a thumbs down but it's just too irritating!
I don't mind having to put some thought into a puzzle solution, and it can be a great feeling when you finally get it, but if the
physics are unpredictable it just becomes an exercise in frustration. As an example, in the "fireworks" level I could see what I
needed to do after a moment. But getting it done? (Potential spoilers.) I finally got one bench positioned just right so that a
rocket went straight outside where it needed to - great! Now I just have to get the other one in the correct place to direct the
rocket into the sky, right? Except that the next 8 or so rockets I fired all went in slightly different directions to the first one and
not one of them made it outside. The amount of precision needed to get the rocket at the exact same angle in the lantern every
time (I'm presuming that was the issue) took any fun out of the endeavour for me. I eventually got it done after maybe 25
minutes or so (more through luck than judgement), had a quick go at the following level, and gave up for the night when that
one looked to be even more frustration just waiting to happen.
Added to that is the issue mentioned by another reviewer of not being sure what the chains are actually capable of and when
they might break, which often seems illogical and just adds to the frustration when you finally get something right and then
moving something else breaks that perfect positioning.
Perhaps a tutorial with more information might be helpful here, or at least a couple of levels where learning the tolerances of the
chains and objects might be easier and not cause so much irritation. Figuring out how to play in the beginning was fun, but the
difficulty of understanding the apparently-unpredictable physics after a few levels took that fun away.
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I'm sorry, developers - you've made an incredibly beautiful game that just isn't very much fun for me, and fun is more important
than looks in the end. Although it was relatively cheap on sale, my funds are too limited to waste right now so I'm afraid I'll be
requesting a refund. :(
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